WEARABLES
A New Engaging Way to Pay

Technology that Drives Engagement and
Increases Revenue
FIS introduces a solution that encompasses contactless prepaid capabilities on
wearables devices, that support open and closed-loop payments, eliminating the
need for cash and checks, reduces fraud and most importantly, drives your
customers to spend more. Customers will be able to reload their account, manage
their account settings and more, all from their mobile application.

Configurable for Your Business
Our solution consists of entirely configurable items that can enhance existing
infrastructure or be a standalone system. The flexible nature of wearable devices
enables many innovative applications for organizations to interact with their
customers.
FIS' expertise will differentiate your business in an increasingly competitive
marketplace and help your bottom line.

Wearable bands, physical
cards and virtual
accounts encourage
spend at the point of sale
and grow your business.

Wearables

Engagement Meets Innovation

Build a Winning Fan Experience

Convenient Tap and Go

To effectively attract and retain profitable fans, it’s more

•
•
•
•

Open and closed loop payments
Physical access control (doors, etc)
Logical access (PC, website, secure portal)
Event access (concerts, clubs, special events,
ticketing)

Security
•
•
•
•
•

All-in-one mobile application
Secure Element with certified OS and payment
applets
Facial recognition | Biometric validation
ID verification with one-time password option
Secure OCR registration

White Labeled and Branded
•

Branded for a complete fan experience

VIP Experience and Loyalty Ecosystem
•
•
•
•
•

Member | Season ticket-holder
Mobile Ordering
Deliver to seat | VIP concierge
Front of line event | Access Management
Loyalty | Direct targeted marketing ROI

important than ever to have the right partner that can
deliver strategy, expertise and technology. With more
than 25 years’ experience in the prepaid and loyalty
industries, our consumer and merchant loyalty solutions
provide clients with the expertise, analytics and full range
of tools needed to build, attract, and sustain long-term
consumer allegiances.

About FIS
FIS is a global leader in technology, solutions and services
for merchants, banks and capital markets that helps
businesses and communities thrive by advancing
commerce and the financial world. For over 50 years, FIS
has continued to drive growth for clients around the
world by creating tomorrow’s technology, solutions and
services to modernize today’s businesses and customer
experiences. By connecting merchants, banks and capital
markets, we use our scale, apply our deep expertise and
data-driven insights, innovate with purpose to solve for
our clients’ future, and deliver experiences that are more
simple, seamless and secure to advance the way the
world pays, banks and invests. Headquartered in
Jacksonville, Florida, FIS employs about 55,000 people
worldwide dedicated to helping our clients solve for the
future. FIS is a Fortune 500® company and is a member of
Standard & Poor’s 500® Index.

To learn more, visit www.fisglobal.com. Follow FIS on
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter (@FISGlobal).

www.fisglobal.com
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